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Development
Development Situations
AI Deep Learning
1) Task
A key development task for AI Deep Learning is to establish and implement a distributed deep
learning computation methodology optimized for the hardware and network environments of
mining pools and implement them in a user-friendly tool.

2) Situation
After developing a minimal available product (MVP) with core technology in September, we are
developing and testing service prototypes, including CLI and Web UI, and working with leading
companies on a proof of concept (POC) schedule. In addition to distributed deep-learning
training, a new solution is being developed to leverage mining server resources to distribute
deep-learning services.

AI Mining
1) Task
A key task for AI Mining is to remotely control hundreds to thousands of mining servers to
create a system that dynamically distributes them to distributed deep running and crypto mining
without losing resources, thereby maximizing the profitability of mining pools

2) Situation
After developing a minimal viable product (MVP) that includes core technologies in September,
we are developing and testing container distribution management and load balancing solutions
for cloud systems in mining pools with the goal of developing more advanced service
prototypes. We are also developing a distributed application (dapp) based on ERC721 to link
this to AIC.
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Development Achievement by Roadmap

Figure 1. RoadMap
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Management
Management Situation
Exchange
1) IDAX Listing & Event
After being listed in IDAX on November 9, we conducted an event to pay a total of 5 million
AICs to the top buyers who purchased AIC between November 11 to 25 (SGT 23:59). After the
end of the event participation period, IDAX is checking for eligibility of the rankers’ account.
(Differential payment to the top five traders)

2) BItforex video recording for promotion event
At AI Crypto, three employees who use different languages filmed AIC promotion video for
BitForex. (Korean, English, Kazakhstan)

3) NEXYBIT Listing Review
After completing the POC on AI Dapp and tracing AIC trade trends on BitForex and IDAX, we
will decide to the listing date.

4) Discussion of listing with the Korean crypto exchange
There are some places that are in a positive discussion, but we will look at the trading status of
the exchanges and then decide whether to list or not.
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Contact
Website
http://aicrypto.ai/

Telegram (English)
https://t.me/aicryptoai

Medium (English)
https://medium.com/aicrypto

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/aicrypto/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/aicryptoai

Kakao Talk (Korean)
https://open.kakao.com/o/sww61RQ
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